
(THIS PAGE) Artificial rubber 
plant, `4,000, Fourwalls. 
Life boat paddles; Yellow 
life rings; both prices on 
request; both from The 
Hesperus. Rustic pouf, 
`6,500, Pincode Home. 
Blue wooden oar, `2,058, 
Peacock Life. (FACING 
PAGE) Linen cotton ocean 
two seater morris sofa, 
`55,900; Bird sanctuary 
cushion cover, `990; both 
from gulmoharlane.com. 
Jali chair, `9,500 each; 
Cane mooda, `3,500; both 
from India Cane House. 
Yellow life rings, price on 
request, The Hesperus. 
Nur cushion cover with 
cord, (pink) `1,450; (indigo) 
`1,450; Faaya Moroccan 
mint platter, `2,200; all 
from Tranceforme. 
Blue devon rug (5’x8’), 
`24,990, therugrepublic.
in. Metal candle holder, 
`2,800, Magnolia. Kantha 
blue and white inlay side 
table,`13,800; Mohuz oil 
drop, `360; both from 
Freedom Tree. Glass 
jar with blue starfish, 
`1,300; Shell deep dish 
set, `3,400; both from 
Abaca. Renk sham, `2,300, 
zufolodesigns.com. Pink 
bougainvillea, `950 each, 
Ficus Fine Living.
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Wonder why we’re thinking about the 
tropics while we’re helping you work 
in the coastal vibe? There’s nothing 
like a blooming vine, light cane 
seating and lush colours to draw out 
the balmy seashore heat. Whatever 
setup you create, it should inspire a 
sense of light, breezy dressing and icy 
Summer coolers. 

GET  
THE LOOK
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